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Kriyayoga Remove All Troubles
Oneness with the Truth removes all troubles. Truth cannot be completely experienced with the
help of senses, mind and reasoning faculties of human consciousness. In order to perceive Truth,
one needs realization of the Cosmic workshop operated without senses, mind and reasoning power.
Cosmic workshop means all activities of creation, preservation and change in the visible and
invisible Cosmos. The aim of oneness with Cosmic workshop can be achieved in one lifetime easily
through the practice of Kriyayoga meditation. In regular, natural life a person needs one million
years of diseaseless life to realize oneness with the Cosmic workshop.
Now we are very fortunate that we have Kriyayoga meditation, a time-tested technique to enjoy
Omnipotent and Omniscient activities of Cosmic workshop. This spiritual message of the highest,
democratic great nation, India, was delivered by international spiritual leader, Swami Shree Yogi
Satyam, to pilgrims attending Kriyayoga classes at Mukti Marg in Kumbha Mela today. Omnipotent
knowledge of the Cosmic workshop was known in ancient India as Vidya. The holy places where
Vidya was donated by realized masters were known as Vidyalayas.
Human beings were named after the grades of Vidya practiced by them. These various grades were
described as Shudra, Dwija, Vipra, Brahmin and Kshatriya. Because of the race based on the grades
of Vidya, people were experiencing lifestyle rich in peace and prosperity. The greatest mistake in
present human civilization is the acceptance of the caste system based on birth. Because of this,
there is violence and illness and sickness in society. Kriyayoga practice is able to remove all of these
unnatural types of lifestyle and will re-establish a new society rich in peace, joy and prosperity.
Kriyayoga Brings A United World Guided By God-consciousness

